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Abstract

Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF) have demonstrated superior novel view synthesis performance but are slow at rendering. To speed up the volume rendering process, many acceleration methods have been proposed at the cost of large memory consumption. To push the frontier of the efficiency-memory trade-off, we explore a new perspective to accelerate NeRF rendering, leveraging a key fact that the viewpoint change is usually smooth and continuous in interactive viewpoint control. This allows us to leverage the information of preceding viewpoints to reduce the number of rendered pixels as well as the number of sampled points along the ray of the remaining pixels. In our pipeline, a low-resolution feature map is rendered first by volume rendering, then a lightweight 2D neural renderer is applied to generate the output image at target resolution leveraging the features of preceding and current frames. We show that the proposed method can achieve competitive rendering quality while reducing the rendering time with little memory overhead, enabling 30FPS at 1080P image resolution with a low memory footprint.

1. Introduction

Novel View Synthesis (NVS) is a long-standing problem in computer vision and computer graphics with applications in navigation [40], telepresence [60], and free-viewpoint video [51]. Given a set of posed images, the goal is to render the scene from unseen viewpoints to facilitate viewpoint control interactively.

Recently, Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF) have emerged as a popular representation for NVS due to the capacity to render high-quality images from novel viewpoints. NeRF represents a scene as a continuous function, parameterized by a multilayer perceptron (MLP), that maps a continuous 3D position and a viewing direction to a density and view-dependent radiance [23]. A 2D image is then obtained via volume rendering, i.e., accumulating colors along each ray.

However, NeRF is slow at rendering as it needs to query the MLP millions of times to render a single image, preventing NeRF from interactive view synthesis. Many recent works have focused on improving the rendering speed of NeRF, yet there is a trade-off between rendering speed and memory cost. State-of-the-art acceleration approaches typically achieve fast rendering at the expense of large memory consumption [13, 56], e.g., by pre-caching the intermediate output of the MLP, leading to hundreds of megabytes to represent a single scene. While there are some attempts to accelerate NeRF rendering with a low memory footprint [16, 25], the performance has yet to reach cache-based methods. In practice, it is desired to achieve faster rendering at a lower memory cost.

To push the frontier of this trade-off, we propose to speed up NeRF rendering from a new perspective, leveraging the critical fact that the viewpoint trajectory is usually smooth and continuous in interactive control. Unlike existing NeRF acceleration methods that reduce the rendering time of each viewpoint individually, we accelerate the rendering by exploiting the information overlap between multiple consecutive viewpoints. Fig. 1 illustrates our SteerNeRF, a simple yet effective framework leveraging the smooth viewpoint trajectory to speed up NeRF rendering. Here, “steer” also refers to a user smoothly controlling the movement of a camera during interactive real-time rendering.

Figure 1. Illustration. We exploit smooth viewpoint trajectory to accelerate NeRF rendering, achieved by performing volume rendering at a low resolution and recovering the target image guided by multiple viewpoints. Our method enables fast rendering with a low memory footprint.
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Exploiting the smooth view trajectory, we can accelerate volume rendering by reducing the number of sample points while maintaining image fidelity using efficient 2D neural rendering. More specifically, our method comprises a rendering buffer, neural feature fields, and a lightweight 2D neural renderer. We first render a low-resolution feature map at a given viewpoint via volume rendering. The sampling range along each ray is reduced by fetching a depth map from the rendering buffer and projecting it to the current view. This effectively reduces the volume rendering computation as both the number of pixels and the number of samples for the remaining pixels are reduced. Next, we combine preceding and current feature maps to recover the image at the target resolution using a 2D neural renderer, i.e., a 2D convolutional neural network. The neural feature fields and the 2D neural renderer are trained jointly end-to-end. The combination of low-resolution volume rendering and high-resolution neural rendering leads to fast rendering, yet maintains high fidelity and temporal consistency at a low memory cost.

We summarize our contributions as follows. i) We provide a new perspective on NeRF rendering acceleration based on the assumption of smooth viewpoint trajectory. Our method is orthogonal to existing NeRF rendering acceleration methods and can be combined with existing work to achieve real-time rendering at a low memory footprint. ii) To fully exploit information from preceding viewpoints, we propose a simple framework that combines low-resolution volume rendering and high-resolution 2D neural rendering. With end-to-end joint training, the proposed framework maintains high image fidelity. iii) Our experiments on synthetic and real-world datasets show that our method achieved a rendering speed of nearly 100 FPS at an image resolution of 800 × 800 pixels and 30 FPS at 1920 × 1080 pixels. It is faster than other low-memory NeRF acceleration methods and narrows the speed gap between low-memory and cache-based methods.

2. Related Work

**Advances in NeRF:** Neural radiance fields [23] have received significant attention with photorealistic novel view synthesis performance. Meanwhile, the vanilla NeRF has several limitations. Many works have been conducted to address the limitations of NeRF, including unseen scene generalization [6, 21, 47, 57], dynamic scene representation [18, 19, 29–32, 34], sparse view training [8, 26], surface reconstruction [28, 46, 53, 54], and training acceleration [5, 39, 55]. In addition to representing a single scene, NeRF is widely applied in generative modeling [3, 4, 9, 12, 27, 37], and robotics [38, 61]. In this paper, we focus on rendering acceleration, which is critical for practical applications, e.g., interactive viewing control.

**NeRF Rendering Acceleration:** There are two common ways to accelerate NeRF rendering: reduce computation per sample or reduce the number of sample points.

In the first category, one line of works reduces the computation by caching MLP output [7, 11, 13, 14, 42, 45, 49, 56, 58] or using a voxel grid to represent the scene [39, 55]. These methods achieve fast rendering by retrieving the pre-stored information instead of querying a deep network. Another line of work replaces large MLPs with thousands of smaller ones [10, 35, 50] for reducing computation per point. Despite achieving fast rendering, all these methods sacrifice memory over time, indicating the trade-off between rendering speed and memory cost.

The second category reduces the number of sampling points on each ray based on the content to speed up rendering without increasing memory cost. Existing works in this area demonstrate that the number of sampling points can be effectively reduced to a small number [16, 25, 33], or even to one as in neural light fields based methods [1, 44]. However, these methods have not yet achieved the same speed as tabulation-based ones. Concurrent to our work, an efficient volumetric rendering toolbox NeRFAcc [17, 41], offers substantial speedups to NeRF by leveraging empty space skipping and early ray termination.

In contrast to the aforementioned methods, our method combines low-resolution volume rendering and high-resolution neural rendering using preceding frames to reduce rendering time. It is compatible with existing acceleration methods and has a small additional memory cost due to the lightweight neural renderer. More importantly, when combined with tabulation-based approaches for volume rendering, the resolution of the voxel grid for pre-caching could be reduced sufficiently since there is no need to render high-resolution content during the volume rendering stage.

**Super-resolution for Rendered Content:** A few research works focus on leveraging super-resolution techniques for rendering acceleration, particularly for game engine content. Xiao et al. [52] propose a temporal super-resolution design that takes low-resolution texture, depth, and motion vectors from the game engine as input. Another similar work is DLSS [2], a proprietary software of NVIDIA that is not fully disclosed. Unlike the above works, our method cannot obtain a high-precision motion vector for super-resolution. Instead, we take a volume-rendered noisy depth map to warp the preceding frame to align with the current frame and train the low-resolution rendering and the super-resolution network end-to-end. Note that Instant-NGP integrates DLSS in their recent update. Despite enhancing the rendering speed with convincing visual quality, we demonstrate in our experiments that its PSNR drops in highly texturized regions. Another related work, NeRF-SR [43], generates higher-resolution images with low-resolution supervision but is not applicable for real-time rendering.
3. Method

In this work, we propose fully exploiting the smoothly changing viewpoints to accelerate the rendering process of NeRF. In general, we achieve rendering acceleration by reducing the total number of 3D points that need to be queried in volume rendering for each frame.

Fig. 2 gives an overview of our proposed pipeline consisting of a rendering buffer, neural feature fields, and a 2D neural renderer. Specifically, the rendering buffer saves low-resolution feature maps and depth maps of previous viewpoints. From the current viewpoint, a low-resolution feature map and depth map is rendered, accelerated by the rendering buffer. Next, the lightweight neural renderer takes the preceding and the current feature maps as input to generate the output image at the target resolution.

In the following, we first introduce preliminaries of NeRF model in Section 3.1. Next, we present the accelerated volume rendering in Section 3.2, the buffer-guided neural rendering in Section 3.3, and the training procedure in Section 3.4. Finally, we describe implementation details in Section 3.5.

3.1. Background

NeRF represents a scene as a continuous function \( f_\theta \) parameterized by learnable parameters \( \theta \) that maps a 3D point \( x \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) and a viewing direction \( d \in \mathbb{S}^2 \) to a volume density \( \sigma \) and a color \( c \):

\[
f_\theta : (x \in \mathbb{R}^3, d \in \mathbb{S}^2) \rightarrow (\sigma \in \mathbb{R}^+, c \in \mathbb{R}^3)
\]

Given a target viewpoint, the color \( c_r \) and depth \( d_r \) at a camera ray \( r \) is obtained via volume rendering integral approximated by the numerical quadrature [22]:

\[
c_r = \sum_{i=1}^{N} T^i_r \alpha^i_r c^i_r \quad d_r = \sum_{i=1}^{N} T^i_r \alpha^i_r t^i_r
\]

\[
\alpha^i_r = 1 - \exp(-\sigma^i_r \delta^i_r) \quad T^i_r = \prod_{j=1}^{i-1} (1 - \alpha_j)
\]

where \( T^i_r \) and \( \alpha^i_r \) denote transmittance and alpha value of a sample point \( x^i_r \).

**Rendering Time:** The rendering time of NeRF is proportional to the amount of computation required to render an image. Let \( H \times W \) denote the target image resolution, \( N \) the number of samples on each ray and \( F \) the FLOPs of querying one sample’s color and density. We can roughly estimate the amount of computation as \( H \times W \times N \times F \). Existing NeRF acceleration strategies mainly focus on how to decrease the FLOPs \( F \) of each query by pre-caching the output of \( f_\theta \) or directly using a voxel grid [13] [11] [42] [56] [55], thus leading to large memory consumption. There are a few attempts to reduce the sampling points \( N \) along the ray via early ray termination, empty space skipping [49] or adaptive sampling [16], yet using these techniques alone has not yet reached the performance of pre-cache based methods.

Our solution can elevate rendering speed from a new perspective, reducing the number of pixels \( H \times W \) and the number of samples \( N \) for volume rendering via fully utilizing the smooth viewpoint trajectory. Besides, our solution can cooperate with the existing work to achieve high-speed rendering, leading to a higher rendering framerate while maintaining visual quality.

3.2. Accelerating Volume Rendering

We propose to learn neural feature fields that render a low-resolution feature map suited for the subsequent neural renderer. The acceleration of our framework comes from 1) rendering the feature map at a lower resolution and 2) reducing the sampling range guided by the rendering buffer.

**Low-Resolution Feature Rendering:** We render a feature map via volume rendering. Our neural feature maps fields the input \( x \) and the viewing direction \( d \) to a density value and a feature vector \( f \):

\[
f_\theta : (x \in \mathbb{R}^3, d \in \mathbb{S}^2) \rightarrow (\sigma \in \mathbb{R}^+, f \in \mathbb{R}^K)
\]

where \( K \) is the number of channels of our feature vector. Despite providing more information, rendering extra channels leads to very little overhead in time as we only expand the last layer of the MLP to predict more channels. We can obtain a feature vector \( f_r \) at each ray \( r \) via volume rendering.

\[
f_r = \sum_{i=1}^{N} T^i_r \alpha^i_r f^i_r
\]

We render the feature vector at a subset of the rays, yielding a feature map \( F \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times K} = \{ f_r \} \). The corresponding low-resolution depth value \( D \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W} \) is also rendered. Both the feature map \( F \) and \( D \) are stored in our rendering buffer for subsequent frames.

**Buffer-Guided Sampling Range Reduction:** The depth information of adjacent frames rendered previously provides a coarse scene geometry. Thus, warped depth from the preceding frame could be used as guidance to determine sampling positions and thus accelerate rendering. Specifically, given a low-resolution depth map \( D_{t', t < t} \) of the previous frame, it is first unprojected to a 3D point cloud and then projected to the current viewpoint. More formally, the following unprojection and projection functions are applied to each pixel \((u, v)\) of \( D_{t'} \) with depth \( d_{t'} \):

\[
p = \xi_{t'}^{-1} K_{t'}^{-1} d_{t'} [u, v, 1]^T
\]

\[
d_{t' \rightarrow t}[u_{t' \rightarrow t}, v_{t' \rightarrow t}, 1]^T = K_t \xi_t p
\]
where \( p \) denotes a 3D point and \( K_t \) is the intrinsic matrix of the low-resolution image. This yields the reprojected depth map \( D_{t' \rightarrow t} \) where

\[
D_{t' \rightarrow t}(u_{t' \rightarrow t}, v_{t' \rightarrow t}) = d_{t' \rightarrow t}.
\]

Note that here we simply round \((u_{t' \rightarrow t}, v_{t' \rightarrow t})\) and observe a negligible impact on the performance. Given \( D_{t' \rightarrow t} \), the sampling range at frame \( t \) can be limited to the depth interval \([d_{t' \rightarrow t} - \epsilon, d_{t' \rightarrow t} + \epsilon]\) for rendering \( \hat{F}_t \) and \( D_t \) at the camera viewpoint \( \xi_t \). This simple strategy further decreases the number of 3D sample points and accelerates the rendering of the low-resolution feature map.

### 3.3. Buffer-Guided Neural Rendering

Given the rendering buffer consisting of \( L \) preceding feature maps \( \{\hat{F}_{t-L}, \ldots, \hat{F}_{t-1}\} \) and depth maps \( \{D_{t-L}, \ldots, D_{t-1}\} \), we combine them with the feature map at the current viewpoint \( t \) to recover the output image \( I_t \) using a 2D neural renderer. We first project frames in the rendering buffer to the current viewpoint. Next, we use a 2D neural renderer to recover the target image.

**Preceding Frames Reprojection:** Inspired by natural video superresolution approaches, our method warps previous frames to align with the current frame to ease the task of the subsequent neural renderer. Instead of reprojecting the depth map to the low-resolution image as in Eq. 7, we directly project the 3D point cloud to the target resolution to achieve higher precision, i.e., maintain sub-pixel precision in terms of the low-resolution image:

\[
d_{t' \rightarrow t}[\hat{u}_{t' \rightarrow t}, \hat{v}_{t' \rightarrow t}, 1]^T = K_h \xi_t p
\]

where \( K_h \) denotes the intrinsic matrix of the high-resolution image. This allows us to obtain the reprojected high-resolution feature map \( \hat{F}_{t' \rightarrow t} \) and mapped to the output target image:

\[
g_\theta : (\hat{F}_{t' \rightarrow t}, \hat{F}_t) \mapsto I_t \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times 3}
\]

In practice, we choose a simple modified U-Net as our neural renderer. Compared to traditional U-Net, we reduce the number of convolution layers for low-resolution features and increase the depth of convolution layers for high-resolution features. The simple adjustment allows us to greatly reduce the inference time and keep visual quality when the number of parameters is almost the same.

**Neural Renderer:** We use a lightweight 2D convolutional network for fast inference. The reprojected high-resolution feature maps \( \{\hat{F}_{t' \rightarrow t}\} \) are concatenated with the upsampled feature map \( \hat{F}_t \) and mapped to the output target image:

**3.4. Training**

The training strategy is crucial to achieving high-quality novel view synthesis. In practice, we first pre-train our neural feature fields and then train the full model jointly in an end-to-end training fashion.

**Pre-training:** We pre-train our neural feature fields on the target resolution \( H \times W \). Here, we render a high-resolution
feature map $\hat{F} \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times K}$ and apply an $L2$ reconstruction loss on the first three channels supervised by the high-resolution ground truth image. We leave other output channels without the constraint of supervision as pretraining on the first three channels is sufficient to learn reasonable volume density.

**End-to-end Joint Training:** With the pre-trained neural feature fields, we train our full model end-to-end using an $L2$ loss $\mathcal{L}$ on the final output image $I \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times 3}$. Note that we do not apply reconstruction loss to the rendered feature map during end-to-end training and let the neural feature fields learn features suited for the 2D neural renderer. During training, the loss $\mathcal{L}$ is applied to image patches. As the training viewpoints are scattered in the space without a smooth trajectory, we generate a short sequence of preceding camera poses for each training image to train the buffer-based neural renderer. Note that this process does not introduce additional supervision as we only apply the loss $\mathcal{L}$ to the training viewpoints despite taking preceding feature maps as input.

### 3.5. Implementation Details

**Network Architecture:** Our method is compatible with different NeRF approaches for learning the neural feature fields. In this work, we implement our neural feature fields based on Instant-NGP [24] using a third-party PyTorch implementation. This allows more efficient feature map rendering than the vanilla NeRF. We follow the original architecture of Instant-NGP that uses multi-resolution hash tables where the table length at each resolution is fixed to $2^{19}$. Following Instant-NGP, empty space skipping and early ray termination is applied when rendering the low-resolution feature map. Regarding the 2D neural renderer, we adopt a shallow U-Net [36] with the detailed architecture described in the supplementary.

**Distillation:** When the number of training views is relatively small, the 2D neural renderer tends to overfit the training views, yielding degenerated performance on the test poses. In this case, we leverage a pre-trained NeRF model to synthesize more viewpoints as our pseudo ground truth by randomly sampling viewpoints within the available viewing zone. Adding the randomly sampled pseudo ground truth alleviates the overfitting problem.

**Inference Optimization:** Optimizing trained neural renderer for real-time inference and lower memory footprint is necessary. Thus, we leverage NVIDIA TensorRT to optimize the 2D neural renderer. Prior to testing, we optimize the 2D neural renderer into two versions in FP16 and INT8 precision separately.

---

1https://github.com/kwea123/ngp_pl

### Measurement Platform:

Our test system consists of an NVIDIA GTX 3090 consumer GPU, an Intel Core i7-10700K CPU with 3.80GHz, and 32GB of RAM.

### 4. Experiments

In this section, we evaluate our method’s performance through quantitative comparisons with prior work, runtime breakdown analysis of two representative datasets, and extensive ablation studies to validate our design decisions.

**Datasets:** We evaluate our performance using the NeRF-Synthetic dataset, consisting of eight synthetic scenes rendered by Blender at $800 \times 800$ resolution, and a subset of the Tanks & Temples dataset [15], a real-world dataset at $1920 \times 1080$ resolution. We follow NSVF [20] in selecting a subset and cropping image backgrounds.

**Baselines:** We consider two groups of baseline methods based on their real-time rendering capabilities. The first group consists of vanilla NeRF and NSVF, while the second group comprises real-time rendering methods including PlenOctree, DIVeR, and Instant-NGP. We use the real-time version of DIVeR called DIVeR32 (RT). For Instant-NGP, we mainly compare to the third-party PyTorch implementation (denoted as Instant-NGP*) for a fair comparison. We further evaluate the official implementation of Instant-NGP to compare our relative speed gain with DLSS [2].

**Metrics:** We evaluate our method from efficiency, quality, and memory usage. The efficiency is measured by the number of frames per second. The quality is measured by PSNR, SSIM [48], and LPIPS [59]. Memory usage is measured by megabytes.

### 4.1. Comparisons to Baseline

We first compare our method with all baselines in Tab. 1. Here, we consider Instant-NGP* for a fair comparison. Tab. 1 (left) reports the results on Tanks & Temples dataset. All baseline and our methods show similar visual quality. However, our method shows the best FPS, outperforming the best baseline method, PlenOctree. In the meantime, the memory usage of our method is less than 2% of PlenOctree. Instant-NGP, which has similar memory usage to ours, can only render views at 5 FPS. NeRF and NSVF, both employing a large MLP, perform much slower in rendering efficiency. With such a trade-off between memory usage and rendering efficiency, our method satisfies 3D interaction along smooth viewport trajectories at 1080P resolution and 30FPS, as demonstrated by our qualitative results on Tanks & Temples in Fig. 3.

On NeRF-Synthetic dataset in Tab. 1 (right), all methods exhibit similar visual quality scores. PlenOctree achieves the highest FPS, albeit with a memory usage one to two orders of magnitude higher due to its network-free nature. In
Table 1. Quantitative results on Tanks & Temples and NeRF-Synthetic show that our method could achieve high framerate rendering while keeping the memory footprint not too large. (Best, Second Best). Instant-NGP$^*$ refers to the third-party python implementation, which we also adopt to implement our neural feature fields. Our method has two versions (FP16, INT8), indicating two optimization precision for 2D neural renderer with NVIDIA TensorRT. Ours (FP16, L=0) refers to our method without preceding frames.

In contrast, our method outperforms the others in FPS while maintaining similar memory usage. Notably, we observe two differences in FPS compared to the previous dataset: KiloNeRF is slower than Instant-NGP and the margin of our method against the other methods is relatively smaller. We explain both differences by the bandwidth of GPU, which may not be fully maximized due to the lower image resolution i.e. fewer times of ray marching or neural network inference. In summary, we consider that the parallelism of our method is able to push the frontier of the efficiency-memory trade-off, especially for high-resolution rendering. We present corresponding qualitative results on NeRF-Synthetic in Fig. 4.

We further compare our method to Instant-NGP with DLSS in Tab. 2. Note that the two groups in the table follow different codebases and thus are not directly compara-
ble. The upsampling rate of DLSS is set to 2 in the experiment. On Tanks & Temples, Instant-NGP with DLSS boosts $2 \times$ frame rate with a negligible loss in quality powered by dedicated AI processors named Tensor Core. Our method, based on a slower implementation of Instant-NGP, achieves a $5 \times$ speedup with minimal quality degradation. On NeRF-Synthetic, Instant-NGP with DLSS delivers 120+ FPS, but there is a decline in quality. Our method exhibits a better quality score than Instant-NGP with DLSS, despite not outperforming it in FPS. We leave qualitative comparisons to supplementary materials. Nonetheless, we believe our method is valuable to the community since DLSS is a closed box and our method significantly accelerates our implementation baseline in a directly comparable context.

4.2. Runtime Breakdown

We report the average runtime of our method in Tab. 3 for Chair and Barn scenes, including the runtime of volume rendering, neural rendering, and depth reprojection.

For volume rendering, $\{D_{t' \rightarrow t}\}_{t' = t-1}$ refers to the depth reprojection to enable buffer-guided sampling range reduction. When this function is turned on, it reduces the volume rendering time ($f_0$) to 85-90\% of the original. As for the neural rendering part, the reprojection $\{F_{t' \rightarrow t}\}_{t' = t-1}$ takes longer as two frames are reprojected to a higher resolution. The reprojection can be further accelerated in future work by using customised CUDA kernels.
4.3. Ablation Study

We conduct ablation studies on SteerNeRF using Chair scene from NeRF-Synthetic dataset.

**Number of Preceding Frames:** We evaluate the impact of the number of preceding frames $L$ on visual quality and rendering time in Tab. 4. Increasing the number of preceding frames improves reconstruction quality but also leads to longer rendering times due to the additional warping operation. We observe that the quality gain per additional frame decreases as the number of preceding frames increases. Therefore, we can adjust this parameter flexibly to balance quality and rendering speed. Additionally, we investigate the impact of the sampling distance among the views during model training on reconstruction quality and provide further analysis in the supplementary materials.

**Number of Feature Channels:** We also verify the effect of the number of channels of feature images $K$. Experiments show that as the number of channels increases, the gain of visual quality decreases gradually in Tab. 5. Therefore, we ended up choosing six channels in total for our implementation. Note that employing feature rendering almost causes no rendering time overhead.

**Joint Training:** The necessity of joint training is validated in Tab. 6. The method without joint training means the parameters of neural feature fields are frozen when training the neural renderer. Joint training helps neural feature fields generate more expressive features compatible with the following neural renderer to synthesize higher-quality textures. In Fig. 5, we show visual examples of different training configurations.

**Memory Usage of Neural Feature Fields:** In Tab. 7, we compare the visual quality and memory usage when neural feature fields are configured with different lengths of the hash table $T$, i.e., learnable parameters. We find that under our framework, even greatly reducing the length of the hash table in Instant-NGP, which implements neural feature fields, makes a slight impact on the final visual quality while significantly reducing memory usage.

5. Conclusion

We propose a new perspective for NeRF rendering acceleration by considering the smooth viewpoint trajectory during interactions. The main idea is to supersample the image rendered at the current viewpoint by taking preceding low-resolution features and depths. The experiments show that our method achieves real-time even when rendering 1080P images. As a limitation, training the 2D neural renderer is time-consuming. Moreover, we need to train a specialized neural renderer from scratch for each scene individually. In the future, we plan to train a neural renderer that generalizes well on different scenes only after short-time fine-tuning or even without fine-tuning.
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